Herbert Rowse Armstrong.
Chief Iiupector Alfred Crutchett
the pocket. With regard to the search at Mayfield, the first place
we searched was the little study. We found the tins Nos. 61 and
62 there. They were in the cupboard on the left-hand side of the
fireplace. The grey arsenic was right at the bottom of the cup-
board, and the tins were on a shelf about half way up. I think
there was also some wax and some rat powder in the cupboard—
two packets of rat poison—and T think there was some polishing
paste for silver plate. I was in the study the whole time the
search was going on, but I was engaged for quite a considerable
time taking statements from Miss Pearce and Mrs. Price. I do
not recollect seeing a file marked " Garden/' I did not at any
time see in that file a recipe for weed-killer. Wo did not bring
the file away with us. Major Armstrong, afier the 31st; December,
did not have any opportunity of going back to Mayfield. On
entering the small study, on the right-hand side opposite the
window, there is a bureau with drawers at the bottom, a desk
which comes down, and a shelf up above. T believe when you open
the bureau there are two little wooden pillars in the middle, and
between the two pillars there is a little cupboard door. I think
Major Armstrong told us to get some keys from there for the pur-
pose of opening the safe. It is in my mind that we found tho
keys in the drawer of the bureau. We pulled the drawer out
and made a thorough search.
Would it surprise you to know that Mr. Matthews, with Dr.
Ainslie, found that arsenic which I have prodxicod hero thiw after*
noon at the back of that little drawer?—It would surprise me,
Mr. justice darling—Mr. Matthews and who else?
Cross-examination continued—First of all found by Mr.
Matthews and Mr. Chivers, his managing clerk, left there, and
subsequently seen by Dr. Ainslie as well. That would «urpri«o
you?—Yes, it would.
I suggest to you that there were actually traces of arsenic in
that drawer as well, and they are there now?—Do you mean white
powder ?
White powder?—I would not say that. I did not notice any-
thing. I would not say there were traces of white powder in that
little drawer when I searched. All I can say is I examined that
drawer and^ did not find white arsenic, and I did not see any
traces of white arsenic. It was arsenic I was looking for, or weed-
killer. Mr. Armstrong in his statement had told me that the
remainder of the purchase of the January arsenic was coloured,
and it was in his cupboard, and that that was the only poison he
had anywhere. To make sure I made a thorough search, and I
did not find any.
I am suggesting that that is exactly what you did not do,
that you were searching for coloured arsenic, that you knew by
the Act that arsenic had to be coloured, and that this trace of
wiiite powder which was in this drawer did not attract your attoxi-
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